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Chapter that the States could not be subjected to Common-
	"   wealth control. It would, of course, have been possible
to dispose of the case by distinguishing, as in America,1
between trading and governmental activities of the
States, and to lay down that in the former the Com-
monwealth could control them, while being unable to
affect political sovereignty; but this was not the view
adopted by the majority of the court which constitutes
a definite assertion of the unlimited power of the
Commonwealth within the sphere granted to it.
It is significant that the issue arose out of the Com-
monwealth power to provide for conciliation and ar-
bitration in regard to disputes extending beyond the
limits of a State. On no subject has the High Court
been more generous in extending the ambit of Com-
monwealth powers. The provision was carried with
difficulty at the Convention session at Melbourne in
1898, and it was then pleaded that it would apply to
cases like those of shipping or shearers, where men were
mobile and where they were united in organisations
extending beyond State limits, so that no State could
effectively deal with their conditions. But the High
Court in the Jumbunna Case2 decided that the Court
of Conciliation and Arbitration could register a local
branch of a miners' union in Victoria as entitled to the
procedure of the court because miners in another State
made common cause with those in Victoria in desiring
fresh terms. Hence the State unions soon affiliated
themselves into federal groups, and thus every industry
of any consequence falls as a rule under federal and
State control as regards awards of conditions of labour.
1 South Carolina v. United States, 199 U.S. 437.
2 (1908), 6 C.L.E. 309.

